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STEVE’S
MAT CHAT
In my first edition I wrote about Bowling
Etiquette. One of the failures on the green in all
clubs is everyone wants to be involved in reading
the head? Stand back, let the threes do their job;
also do not interfere with any measuring unless
asked. And don’t be afraid to politely ask your
opponents to move back as well. You have all got
jobs to do. 1 collects the bowls up after each end.
2 keeps the score card, that is if the skip lets them.
3 settles the head and measures if required. And
lastly the skips have to clear up the mess you have all made. In this edition we are going to
look into the art of bowling from a beginners view and enlighten some of our more
experienced bowlers.
MENS A TEAM DIV. 1 RESULTS.
BEMBRIDGE A v RYDE MARINA A: SCORE – BEMBRIDGE 10 POINTS 77/51 SHOTS
PLESSEY B v BEMBRIDGE A: SCORE - BEMBRIDGE 8 POINTS - PLESSEY 2 POINTS - 55/49 SHOTS.
BEMBRIDGE A v COWES MEDINA B: BEMBRIDGE 10 POINTS 66/34 SHOTS.

MENS B TEAM DIV.3 RESULTS
SHANKLIN E v BEMBRIDGE B: SCORE –BEMBRIDGE 10 POINTS. SHOTS 69/37

AFTERNOON LEAGUE. MENS E TEAM DIV. 2
SHANKLIN F v BEMBRIDGE E: SCORE –SHANKLIN 6/ BEMBRIDGE 4 POINTS. SHOTS 63/57.
BEMBRIDGE E v VENTNOR E: SCORE – BEMBRIDGE 2/ VENTNOR 8 POINTS. SHOTS 68/53.
SHANKLIN F v BEMBRIDGE E: SCORE –SHANKLIN 6/ BEMBRIDGE 4 POINTS. SHOTS 63/57.

LADIES A TEAM
BEMBRIDGE A v VENTNOR A Bembridge WIN 47-31 SHOTS BEMBRIDGE 6 POINTS.
BEMBRIDGE A v SHANKLIN B Bembridge WIN 37 -35 SHOTS BEMBRIDGE 4 POINTS.

LADIES EVENING LEAGUE

LADIES B TEAM
BEMBRIDGE B v SHANKLIN D AWAY
Bembridge Win 48 Shots - 26 Shots

Unfortunately their game v Sandown was
cancelled as Sandown have withdrawn
from the competition

6 Pts Bembridge
LADIES CHAMPS OF CHAMPS
MENS COUNTY PAIRS
Peter Swinfield & Colin Greer won
against a team from Ryde

Maggie Lawley representing Bembridge played
Carol Bray of Totland. It was a tight game that
could of gone either way but unfortunately
Maggie lost 21 - 18

LADIES COUNTY SNR 4’S
Unfortunately both Bembridge teams lost, lots more county
games to play so good luck everyone

The new Evening Club night has started on Wednesdays. Unfortunately there have
been men’s and ladies matches clashing but we still managed to see a number of willing
players. Hopefully as the weather improves more will turn out.

The Monday roll up open to men and ladies is proving successful. Lovely to see so many
turn up. Come and join us.

Good news for some, bad news for others. Bowls Isle of Wight have called a ballot from all
clubs and all have voted 6 to 3 to retain the wearing of greys for the remainder of the season.
As we are on the subject of bowls clothing and our new shirts will hopefully be arriving in
the near future. How about the club having blue trousers, like Bowls England are promoting.
They will sit nicely with our new shirts. I will say quite a few ladies are up for this.
Comments welcome.

THE ART OF BOWLING FOR ALL
As a new bowler you are not often required to make judgements on how your team mates should play.
Beginners often play as leads in either triples or 4s. This means we can practice playing without having to
worry too much about tactics or our influence on a game once we have played our bowls.
As we get more exposure you will eventually be asked to play in more senior roles, supporting the team’s
skip – or possibly even skipping yourself!
There are many new skills required for this, and none are quite as daunting as reading a head, and
recommending what shot should be played next.
Whilst the pressure is on the skip to play the shot correctly, it is vitally important they have all the
information and guidance to make the correct decision.
This article is for beginners who are just starting out. By digesting this you should get a good idea on where
to start, and hopefully miss a few of the beginner errors.
What is “reading the head”?
In its basic meaning of “reading the head” is the ability to understand the state of the game, and how it might
change over the next couple of shots.
This goes beyond a simple “who is up and who I down” but goes further towards who may BECOME up or
down.
The state of the head
The head is often made up of three general areas. Understanding what each section means can help you
understand what will be needed
Front
This section is what is in front of the bowler about to take a shot, and the bowl will have to pass through this
section before reaching the jack.
The important factors would include: *Any shots that are blocking a hand *If a shot is blocking a hand, is it
for, or against. *If a bowl was hit, how likely is it that it will end up near the jack, or count as a shot?
The jack
The jack area will naturally draw your attention. This is where (hopefully) you have drawn the most shots to.
The important factors would include:



Which bowl is shot
How many second shots are there

Back
This covers the whole area behind the jack, including the ditch. If there is any movement in the head it is
likely to move back here!
Important factors include:





How many (if any) bowls do we have at the back
Are there large groupings of bowls from one team? * If the jack moved here how many shots could
be gained/lost
Who has the “best back”. If the jack moved beyond all the bowls, this will become the shot

Shots available
Once you have an idea on the state of the head it’s time to start considering what shot you think should be
played.
It’s best to start with a broad idea on what you want to achieve and then narrow down to the specifics of how
it should be played.
Here we outline the three types of shots, and why you would want to play them.
Draw
The draw shot is played to land on the jack. It will preferably not alter what is already in play. You can play
the draw shot from any game position (if you are either up or down shots). This is to either add to the shots
you already have, or to cut down shots that are against.
If you are trying to cut down shots it is usually preferred to play the draw if the shots are spread out. If you
are down a 3 or 4 shots and they are all within a foot, your chances of cutting down with a draw are slim.
Weighted shots would be a better idea, if at all possible.
Weight
This is a more aggressive move, where the bowl is played heavier than a draw shot. This extra weight may
just be a yard longer than the jack, or could be enough to send the bowl flying into the ditch.
This shot can be played for the same reasons as a draw, where you are either looking to remove shots or, to
gain extra shots.
Weighted shots are played with the aim of either hitting and removing the opponent’s bowls, or moving the
jack to a more preferred spot at the back of the head.
Weighted shots should be played with care, as they are just as likely to remove your own bowl as they are an
opponent. Whether you play this style of shot will come down to how aggressively you want to play, and
how confident you are playing it.
Cover
This is a similar shot to a draw, but the target will be somewhere other than the jack.
This is usually when you are up multiple shots and you anticipate your opponent will drive.
You will want to play this shot to a spot where you think the jack will move to.
Care should be taken when playing covering shots as extra weight will be applied to the shot. Whilst it isn’t
the aim for the bowl to be played into the jack area of the head, a narrow shot could cause some damage.

Questions to ask yourself
Before selecting a shot to play it’s important to be clear what you are trying to achieve. Not only with the
next shot, but also in the context with the end, and the game as a whole.
Below are a couple of questions to ask yourself when you’ve selected a shot. If it matches the answers then
you can be confident it is the right thing to do.
What is the state of the game?
This goes beyond the basic “are we winning or losing? This is centred on how important each shot is to you,
and what risks you are willing to take. Examples are: Down by 5 with 2 ends to play. In this situation you
will need to be aggressive to get any shots as time is running out Up by 5 with 2 ends to play. This is all
about game management, and preventing your opponent getting a big score. Dropping 1 shot is a good
outcome here, so no need to play any big risky shots, you’ve won 3 ends on the bounce. You will want to
keep that run going. Just getting one shot will keep the jack away from your opponent. You don’t need to
take any extra risks. You’ve lost 3 ends on the bounce. You may want to play slightly more aggressively to
get the jack back. It may be worth the risk of dropping a shot of you have a chance to win the end and get
the jack back
What do I stand to gain?
If the shot is played correctly how many shots can be gained? Or what advantage will be gained if you are
covering shots?
What do I stand to lose?
If the shot goes wrong what can be lost? This is the biggest risk factor and should be considered when
weighing up against the game situation and what you could potentially gain.
Is this the time to play it?
If you have a few shots left to play, you may want to go for a lower risk option first. If these fail a higher
risk option may be the best call.
Also consider what will be left in the head after your shot. If the shot you play leaves you holding a couple
of shots, but is spread over a wide area it will give your opponent a chance to cut down or take the shot
again. It is best to leave these aggressive shots to the last shot, to not give your opponent a chance to react.
Important factors
There are other factors to consider when making your final shot selection. These are the unique situational,
environmental and player specific factors which need to be thought through. These could include:
How is the green playing? Can you draw around short bowls? Is one hand more consistent for drawing?
What kind of shots is your skip good at? Don’t ask your skip to play a hard weight shot if he’s not very good
at them.
How confident are you in his ability to make the shot? Everyone has off days. Sometimes we are on fire and
you can push what is possible
How is the opposite skip playing? If they are not, a more aggressive shot could work if the opposition can’t
capitalise on any mistakes

Examples
Here are a couple of basic examples to show how this thinking may play out. For simplicity we are using the
scenario of a game of singles with one shot for each bowler left.
When I describe a forehand and a backhand, it’s assumed that this is from the point of view of a right
handed bowler.
For each example we will consider each if the three shot types, and weigh up the possible gains and losses.
Remember that there is no “right or wrong” in these examples. The final call will always be unique to the
players and environment involved.
In this position we are holding two, but we have no back bowls. Draw
By playing the draw to the jack we have an opportunity to draw a third shot.
There is little danger as our opposition’s shot is behind the jack, so unlikely to knock it in for the shot. The
only danger is knocking the jack back to the waiting bowls.
Weight
There is a chance for 3 or 4 shots if the opposing shot is removed.
It would also result in the last shot going in behind the head if successful, giving some coverage to the back
bowls.
There is a danger that if the line is too tight and the two shots are disturbed we would lose the shot.
Cover
By drawing a shot around the head you can cover the back position.
Our opponent will likely drive, this means any jack movement would result in it moving into this area.
This shot does require the extra weight to get around the head, so line would be important. A tight line
would disturb the two shots.

In this position we are holding two, but we have no back bowls.
Draw
By playing the draw to the jack we have an opportunity to draw a third shot.
There is little danger as our opposition’s shot is behind the jack, so unlikely to knock it in for the shot. The
only danger is knocking jack back to the waiting bowls.
Weight
There is a chance for 3 or 4 shots if the opposing shot is removed. It would also result in the last shot going
in behind the head if successful, giving some coverage to the back bowls. There is a danger that if the line is
too tight and the two shots are disturbed we would lose the shot.

Cover
By drawing a shot around the head you can cover the back position.
Our opponent will likely drive, this means any jack movement would result in it moving into this area.
This shot does require the extra weight to get around the head, so line would be important. A tight line
would disturb the two shots.
In this situation we are down 2 shots, with one short bowl and one back bowl.
Draw
There is the option to play the draw on the forehand.
We can gain the shot by playing dead weight, or by resting on to one of the shot bowls. At most we will
score just the one.
We could miss the draw, giving our opposition the chance to draw a third, or if played in-correctly we could
accidentally removing our own closest bowl, giving our opponent three, with the chance of a forth to come.
Weight
A weighted shot could be played on either hand.
In the best case scenario we could remove both shots if we play on the backhand. A weighted shot onto the
front shot bowl could cannon it into the second shot, removing both. If played on this hand we could also
move the jack back towards our own back bowl. In each of these scenarios we could gain 1-3 shots.
If we miss we are giving our opponent the chance to draw a third.
Cover
As we are down shots, and we already have a bowl covering the opposing back bowl, there is no coverage
shot available.
In this situation it is a measure for shot, and both you and your opponent have strong second bowls and a
covering back bowl.
Draw
You could try drawing the shot, but there is very little room
It’s also not clear which hand would be best as any movement could move the jack to an opponent bowl.
Weight
A slightly weighted shot could either remove the nearest opponent bowl, or if the line isn’t quite right, it
could bump our nearest up to take the shot.
In this situation we are down 2 shots, with one short bowl and one back bowl.

Draw
There is the option to play the draw on the forehand.
We can gain the shot by playing dead weight, or by resting on to one of the shot bowls. At most we will
score just the one.
We could miss the draw, giving our opponent the chance to draw a third, or if played in-correctly we could
accidentally removing our own closest bowl, giving our opponent three, with the chance
Unfortunately, this is usually the best way to learn! Cover
The back of the head is guarded nicely, but we could cover this space more in case our opponent tries a
weighted shot, as they have the best back.
Final points
As we can see reading the head has many elements. However it is best to try and keep things as simple as
possible. Having a clear understanding of what you need to achieve before you get to the head can really
help narrow your focus.
As with everything with bowls, you will learn from your mistakes.

Don’t forget if you have any gripes or suggestions. I promise not tell who is responsible. We
need your input. Le Presidente has given me full editorial rights. So don’t be scared to air
your recommendations or views to make the club a better place. And remember we still need
a House Manager and Club Vice President. Tourist Match Tues. 24th May. 3 more names
required.

